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ABSTRACT

In this work we propose a logical approach to planning� based on the view of a planning
activity as the search for a �nite model of the speci�cation of the planning problem	
Planning problems are represented in a modal temporal language� based on a discrete�
linear model of time� whose execution mechanism exploits model construction techniques
related to analytic tableaux	 The tableau system is based on the use of pre�xes that�
intuitively� label each formula as being true in a particular state	 This approach allows
the exploitation of methods and results from search�based approaches� such as plan�space
search� regression and least commitment	 A partial ordering of time points is in fact
allowed in the calculus� by means of a set of temporal constraints that is built up step
by step as the construction of a tableau branch proceeds	 A form of soundness and
completeness with respect to �nite model construction are established� constituting the
grounds for a decision procedure that is parametric w	r	t	 the maximal time length a plan
is allowed to reach	
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� Introduction

In recent literature� increasing attention has been devoted to the problem of the expressive
power of planning languages	 This is motivated by the aim of addressing more ambitious
tasks by endowing planners with the ability to naturally model a variety of domains	
Some attempts have been done to use formalisms di�erent from classical STRIPS�like
ones	 The Task�Formalism of O�Plan ���� the logical language TPL ����� the domain
description language DDL	� ��� are di�erent examples of such languages	 These languages
are able to represent time explicitly� model the behaviour of physical objects� represent
resources� etc	 As far as the generation of solutions is concerned� both O�Plan and the
planner associated with DDL	� refer to a search�based and formalism�tailored approach�
while TPL is based on theorem proving	 A careful analysis of these works shows how
di�erences between logic�based and search�based approaches are not that con�icting but
can synergically interact	

Generally speaking� a desiderata for a modern planning system could be the integration
of the expressive power and �exibility of logical approaches with the e�ciency of search�
based methods	 This is the rationale that characterises the present work� that� although
situated in the logical side� devotes attention to the introduction of hooks and hints
allowing the integration of results from classical planning systems research	

Usually� the logical approach to planning is based on deduction� and plan generation is
carried out by constructively proving plan speci�cation formulae	 This feature is shared by
most works based on modal temporal logics� mainly interval�based temporal logic ���� ���	
The present work proposes a di�erent logical approach to planning� based on discrete�
linear temporal logic	 Mainly� similarly to ���� we consider that a planning activity may
be seen as the search for a �nite model of the speci�cation of the planning problem	 In
other words� planning amounts to prove that preconditions � goals has a �nite temporal
model and such a model represents� in fact� a plan achieving the desired goals	 This
view corresponds more closely to the way how planning problems are solved by means of
search�based techniques	 As a consequence� methods and results from classical planning
are more easily exploitable� such as techniques for partial order� regression planning� least
commitment� as well as control strategies to guide the search	 As a matter of fact the
original motivation of this work was to give a �logical rewriting� to assertions in the
DDL	� speci�cation language ���� and the model search method roughly corresponds to
the planning algorithm given for DDL	�	

The paper is organised as follows	 Next section shortly describes the core of our
approach� that is� viewing plan generation as model building and using tableaux for
linear temporal logic for this purpose	 Section � introduces the syntax and semantics of
the temporal logic TEMPOREP and Section � presents the pre�xed tableau calculus for
it� that enjoys a form of soundness and completeness w	r	t	 �nite model construction	
Section � concludes the work	

� Plan generation as model search via tableaux

Model construction in temporal logic is the main concern of executable temporal logics	
These are based on an imperative reading of logic� where executing a temporal speci�ca�

�As a �rst step� the quantitative aspects of that work have been abstracted away�
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tion means constructing a model for it ���	 The executable temporal language METATEM
��� is based on the paradigm �declarative past implies imperative future�	 A formula of the
form Past� Future is executed by checking the truth of Past in the present history �the
model built so far� and� if it is true� the model is extended in order to make Future true	
In a planning setting� this reading of formulae and their execution techniques correspond
to a form of total�order� forward�chaining planning ���	

We introduce a temporal language based on discrete� linear time� whose modal part is
a sub�language of propositional METATEM� and� similarly to ���� formulate an execution
mechanism based upon model construction techniques related to analytic tableaux	 We
show that regression planning can be accomplished in what can be called a �declarative
future implies imperative past� model	 In other terms� a goal� which is a formula of the
form �A is at �rst executed by the creation of a time point t �greater or equal to the
starting time point� where A is true	 Then� the presently considered time becomes that
time point t and the interval in between the starting point and t is built up by regression�
applying axioms of the form �in order to have A true� it must be the case that previously
B has been true�	 In this sense we speak of �declarative future implies imperative past�
once t is considered the present time� the history before it is built up accordingly	�

Model building can be accomplished by means of a tableau�like construction starting
from the set of formulae describing the initial state� the problem constraints and a suitable
description of the goal� model building amounts to the search of a complete� though �nite
open branch in a tableau	 A tableau is a tree� whose nodes are labelled by formulae� that
is built by a stepwise construction� expanding formulae in its nodes as described by a
set of rules	 Intuitively� the construction of a tableau amounts to the systematic search
for a model of the initial formula or set of formulae	 When tableau systems are used for
automatic deduction purposes� proving the validity of A is reduced to proving that �A is
unsatis�able	 And this happens to be the case just when the systematic search for models
of A fails	 Conversely� when all the formulae in a tableau branch have been expanded �in
that case the branch is called complete�� if the branch is not contradictory� then it actually
represents a partial model of the initial set of formulae	 Note that tableau methods have
proven to be e�cient reasoning methods for practical purposes when proofs are guided
by control knowledge that help keep the search space to a manageable size	

The tableau method proposed in this work is based on the use of pre�xes that� intu�
itively� label each formula as being true in a particular state� in the style of ��� ��	 The
calculus allows for partial ordering of time points� by means of a set of temporal con�
straints that is built up step by step as the construction of a tableau branch proceeds	 A
tableau branch is considered �complete� only when the time constraints establish a total
ordering of time points	 Hence� this re�ects a form of plan�space search planning	

It is well known that the intrinsic complexity of the decision problem for propositional
linear temporal logic is high ����	 However� most planning domains can be described
by use of a syntactically restricted class of temporal formulae	 Hence� although the issue
deserves further investigation� it seems reasonable to devise speci�c search strategies� able
to deal with plan generation� whose complexity falls below the general complexity of linear
temporal logic	

�Obviously� reversing the point of view� i�e� taking the goal as a starting point and the initial situation

as a time point in the future� would also allow a form of regression planning in METATEM�
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� The temporal logic TEMPOREP

The temporal language of TEMPOREP ��TEMporal logic for Partial Order� REgression
Planning�� takes into account the fact that� in the description of most planning domains�
variables that may change values across time are to be considered	 Actions can themselves
be considered as relevant examples of such state variables	 However� we assume that the
set of values a single state variable is allowed to assume is �nite	 Besides assertions about
the values of state variables� ordinary relational assertions are allowed	 However� the set
of term tuples that can be arguments of each relation symbol is �nite too	 Therefore�
the language is a kind of sorted �rst�order logic over �nite domains	 Alternatively� it
can be seen as a propositional language �it has in fact the computational properties of
propositional temporal logic�� where the use of variables and quanti�ers are abbreviations
used for notational convenience� allowing also a more e�cient use of tableau methods �by
exploiting uni�cation� and re�ecting similarities with the least commitment approach	

A language L of the temporal logic TEMPOREP is built over a denumerable set
X of ordinary variables� a �nite set of state variables SV � fsv�� sv�� � � � � svkg� a �nite
set F of constants and function symbols with associated arity� a �nite set R of n�ary
relation symbols� the equality predicate �� the propositional operators ����� and the
modal operators � �always in the future�� � �sometime in the future�� � �weak next��
�

� �weak last�� � �strong next� and
�
� �strong last�	 We choose to take all the modal

operators as primitive and negation over non�atomic formulae as a de�ned symbol� in
order to preserve compactness in the formulation of the tableau rules� without hindering
the reader not accustomed with Fitting�s notation ���	 As a further advantage� we need
not use the notion of positive and negative occurrences of a sub�formula	

Every state variable� function and relation symbol has associated a domain� i	e	 a �nite
set of ground terms for sv � SV � f � F � p � R� the de�nition of the language L speci�es
domain�sv� � fM�� ����Mng� domain�f� � fM�� ����Mng� domain�p� � fM�� ����Mng�
where each Mj is a ground term and Mi a tuple of ground terms	 The state variables in
TEMPOREP are treated as non�rigid designators� i	e	 their interpretation may vary from
state to state	 The interpretation of constants and function symbols is rigid	 Ground
rigid terms are built as usual out of constants and function symbols in F � but limited by
the respective domains

� if f � F is an n�ary function symbol and hM�� ����Mni � domain�f�� then f�M�� ����Mn�
is a ground rigid term 

Therefore� the set of ground rigid terms is �nite	 It will be denoted by TL	 Ground rigid
terms denote values that may be assumed by the state variables	 The domain associated
to a state variable speci�es which terms are allowed to be values for it	

Ground literals are de�ned as follows	

� If sv � SV and M is a ground rigid term in the domain of SV � then sv � M and
��sv � M� �abbreviated by sv �� M� are literals 

� if p � R is an n�ary relation symbol and hM�� ����Mni � domain�p�� then p�M�� ����Mn�
and �p�M�� ����Mn� are literals	

Modal formulae are built out of literals by use of �� �� and the modal operators	 They
are de�ned inductively� by means of the usual clauses for propositional operators and
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� If A is a formula� then �A� �A�
�

�A� �A and
�
�A are formulae	

� If A is a formula and A� results from A by replacing some occurrences of ground
terms �possibly none� with ordinary variables in X� then �A� is a formula	

Implication� and negation over non�atomic formulae are de�ned as usual	 In particu�

lar ��A �Def ��A� ��A �Def ��A� ��A �Def ��A� ��A �Def ��A� �
�

�A �Def
�
��A� �

�
�A �Def

�

��A	
Free ordinary variables are intended as universally quanti�ed	 However� since the do�

main associated to every state variable and relation symbol is �nite� a universal statement
�i	e	 a formula with free variables� can be considered as the abbreviation for the conjunc�
tion of all its �nite instances	 Note that ordinary variables from X are allowed to occur
only inside statements of �necessary force�	 This restriction is not essential in a logical
view� but it can be exploited in the de�nition of strategies for model building re�ecting
ordinary planning practice	 Although also the use of �existential variables� could improve
the search procedure� we do not consider this feature here	

A temporal structure T is a �nite sequence of states ht�� ���� tki� in which all the states
are distinct	 Since a temporal structure is isomorphic to an initial segment of the natural
sequence �� �� ����� the �rst state in T �t�� will be sometimes denoted by �� and� if ti� tj are
consecutive states in T � then we abuse notation and write tj � ti ! �� ti � tj 	 �	 The
elements of T are called states	 Interpretations are taken to be Herbrand models their
domain is the set of ground rigid terms of the language and the interpretation of ground
rigid terms is the identity on TL	 If L is a TEMPOREP�language� an L�interpretation
M is a triple hT� s� �i� where

� T is a temporal structure 

� s a function s  T � �SV � TL�	 I	e	� for any t � T � s�t� is a function assigning a
ground rigid term to each state variable svi 

� � is a function on states� providing an interpretation to the relation symbols in
R for any state in T 	 I	e	 if t � T and p � R is an n�ary relation symbol� then
��t��p� 
 T n

L 	

The satis�ability relation Mt j� A� for t � T � is inductively de�ned as follows

�	 Mt j� sv � M i� s�t��sv� � M 	

�	 Mt j� p�M�� ����Mn� i� hM�� ����Mni � ��t��p�	

�	 Mt j� �L i� Mt �j� L� if L is a �positive� literal	

�	 Mt j� A �B i� Mt j� A and Mt j� B	

�	 Mt j� A �B i� either Mt j� A or Mt j� B	

�	 Mt j� �A i� for all t� � t and for every ground instance A� of A� Mt� j� A�	

�	 Mt j� �A i� there exists t� � T such that t� � t and Mt� j� A	

�	 Mt j� �A i� either t is the last state in T or Mt�� j� A	
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�	 Mt j�
�

�A i� either t is the initial state in T �t � �� or Mt�� j� A	

��	 Mt j� �A i� t ! � � T and Mt�� j� A	

��	 Mt j�
�
�A i� t �� � and Mt�� j� A	

A formula A is true in M �M j� A� i� M� j� A� i	e	 A is true in the �rst state �	 If
M j� A then M is a model of A	 Truth of sets of formulae is de�ned as usual	

Planning domains that can be speci�ed by use of a set of state variables� their asso�
ciated values and a set of constraints of the form MEETS� MET �BY and DURING

�like in ���� can be easily described in TEMPOREP 	 A suitable choice of the language
allows the explicit treatment of actions� by rei�cation	 These can in fact be considered
as the values of a particular state variable� that we call action	 The value of action in a
state t represents the action determining the transition to the next state	 The inclusion of
relation symbols in the language allows one to treat atomic statements that are di�erent
from state variable value assertions� and therefore to speak of action preconditions and
e�ects	

As a short example� let us assume that our goal is being drunk and yet have wine at our
disposal	 The actions we can perform are buying wine and drink	 The planning domain
can be described by use of a language consisting of the single state variable action� having
values in fdrink� buy wineg	 The propositional letters ���ary relation symbols� drunk and
wine represent� respectively� being drunk and possessing wine	 The TEMPOREP theory
describing this domain contains the following formulae

�c�� �drunk � �wine
�c�� ��drunk � wine�

�c�� ��drunk�
�

��action � drink � drunk��

�c�� ��wine�
�

��action � buy wine � �wine � action �� drink���
�c�� ��action � drink � wine�

c� and c� are the description of the initial state and goal� respectively	 c� expresses a
precondition requirement for the action drink� while c� and c� play the role of �action
description axioms�	 Remarkably� in the setting of goal�driven model construction for
temporal formulae� only one half of the usual action description axioms is required in
deductive planning a double implication in c�� c� is needed	 The intuitive reason why
we can dispense with the other half of the double implication is strictly related to the
di�erence between deduction and model building by �regression� when we try to build a
model for A� we are free to assume anything we need in order to make A true	 Therefore
the domain description axioms only have to take care that no ad hoc� unjusti�ed assump�
tion is made	 Rather than frame axioms� we need statements ensuring that� if the truth
value of A changes across time� then one of the actions having e�ect on A has occurred
exactly when A changed its truth value	

� A calculus for �nite model construction

Finding a plan leading from the actual state to a goal state amounts to the construction
of a temporal model M satisfying the speci�cation of the planning domain	
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In this section we present a tableau system for TEMPOREP and state some of its
properties	 We use pre�xed unsigned tableaux with temporal constraints� in the style of
���	 Pre�xes are symbols intending to denote the states of a temporal sequence	 A node
in a tableau is labelled by a pre�x and a formula� t  A� and its intuitive meaning is that
A is true in state t	 Every branch B in a tableau is associated with a set of temporal
constraints ��B�� i	e	 expressions of the form t� � t�� t� � t�� t� � t�� or t� � succ�t���
where t�� t� are pre�xes occurring in the branch	 The role of ��B� is to describe the partial
order on the set of time points �pre�xes� occurring in the branch	 When adding a node
to the end of a branch� ��B� is either added new constraints or left unchanged	

In order to solve a planning problem� an initial tableau is built containing a single
branch with the formulae describing the domain� the initial state and the goals� all with
the same pre�x� called the initial pre�x	 The set of temporal constraints is initially
empty	 The tableau is expanded by choosing a node and adding its expansions to the end
of each branch passing through that node� such as de�ned by means of a set of expansion
rules	 In the formulation of the rules� the expansions of a node �that appears above the
derivation sign� are one or more assertions of the form t  A jj " �below the derivation
sign�	 When a node is expanded by application of one of such rules� every branch passing
through the node is expanded by addition of new nodes and by updating the associated
set of temporal constraints	 When the rule has a single expansion t  A jj "� then t  A
is added at the end of the branch and the set of temporal constraints associated with
the branch is added the temporal constraints in "	 When there are two expansions�
written one below the other� the branch is added two nodes� one below the other	 When
the expansions ti  Ai jj "i are written one beside the other �in branching rules�� the
application of the rule generates a fork in the branch� each fork having one of the ti  Ai

at its end and the set of temporal constraints associated to the corresponding branch is
added "i	 For convenience� we omit to write the set " in the rules when it is the empty
set	

We assume here that a correct and complete �w	r	t	 the standard interpretation over
the natural numbers�� as well as decidable� deduction system for temporal constraints is
de�ned� and write "  � � where � is a temporal constraint� to mean that � is derivable
from the set of constraints "	

De�nition � If B is a branch in a tableau� then ��B� is inconsistent if ��B�  t � t

for some pre�x t occurring in B� and it is total whenever it induces a total order� i�e�
for every two pre�xes t�� t� occurring in B� either ��B�  t� � t�� or ��B�  t� � t�� or
��B�  t� � t��

The tableau rules include the classical rules� where ��B� is not modi�ed

���
t  A �B

t  A
t  B

���
t  A � B

t  A t  B

The modal rules are the following

�	�
t  �A

t�  A�
�
�

t  �A

t��  A jj ft � t��g

where A� is a ground instance of A �	�rule� and t�� is a new pre�x �
�rule�	 The 	�rule
additionally requires that ��B�  t � t�	
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�wnext�
t  �A

t�  A jj ft� � succ�t�g
�wlast�

t 
�

�A

t�  A jj ft � succ�t��g

�next�
t  �A

t�  A jj ft� � succ�t�g
�last�

t 
�
�A

t�  A jj ft � succ�t��g

The wnext rule requires that for some t��� ��B�  t � t�� and wlast that for some t��� ��B� 
t�� � t	 In all these four rules� t� is a new pre�x	

This concludes the set of logical rules	 In order to keep the formulation of the rules as
compact as possible� we do not mention here the use of uni�cation� that can replace the
implicit instantiation in the 	�rule in the obvious way	

The last rule manipulates temporal constraints	 It is not applied to any particular
node in the branch� rather it updates the set of temporal constraints associated to the
branch	 If B is the branch� its application generates three branches from B

�sync�
B

jj ft � t�g jj ft � t�g jj ft� � tg

Each of them has no new node� but the associated set of temporal constraints is added�
respectively� t � t�� t � t�� t� � t� where t and t� are pre�xes occurring in the branch	 The
rule is used in order to build a total order on pre�xes	 In particular �leftmost branch�� it
allows one to identify states� thus performing a form of synchronisation	

In the following de�nition� we informally write t  A � B to mean that t  A occurs in
B� and �t�  A � B i� t�  A � B for some t� such that ��B�  t � t�	

De�nition � Let B be a tableau branch�

�� A pre�x t is completely expanded in B i� the following conditions hold�

� for every t  �A � B and for every t� such that ��B�  t � t� and for every
ground instance A� of A� �t��  A� � B�

� if t  A � B � B then �t�  A � B and �t�  B � B�

� if t  A � B � B then either �t�  A � B or �t�  B � B�

� if t  �A � B� then for some t� such that "  t � t�� t�  A � B�

� if t  �A � B and� for some t�� "  t � t�� then there exists t�� such that
t��  A � B and "  t�� � succ�t��

� if t 
�

�A � B and t is not the initial pre�x� then there exists t� such that
t�  A � B and "  t � succ�t���

� if t  �A � B� then there exists t� such that t�  A � B and "  t� � succ�t��

� if t 
�
�A � B� then there exists t� such that t�  A � B and "  t � succ�t���

	� A branch B is closed i� one of the following conditions hold�


a� the set ��B� is inconsistent�


b� B contains two nodes of the form t  A and t�  �A where ��B�  t � t��
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c� B contains two nodes of the form t  sv � M and t�  sv � N � where ��B� 
t � t� and M and N are di�erent ground terms�


d� if t� is the pre�x used to initialize the tableau� there is a node t�  A in B with
��B�  t� � t�

B is open if it is not closed�

�� B is complete i� every pre�x occurring in B is completely expanded and ��B� is
total� B is a model branch i� it is open and complete�

Intuitively� a model branch should describe a partial model of the initial set of formulae	
For example� a prototype implementation of the tableau system for TEMPOREP� run on
the planning problem of our previous example� generated a branch� representing a solution�
with four equivalence classes of pre�xes� �t��� ��� �t��� where ti � succ�ti��� �for i � �� ��� ���
and the set of literals associated to each of such classes is

�t��  action � buy wine��drunk��wine� action �� drink

�t��  wine� action � drink��drunk
�t��  drunk� action � buy wine��wine� action �� drink

�t��  drunk� wine� action �� drink

The tableau calculus for TEMPOREP is complete w	r	t	 model building and a form
of soundness holds	 Remark that� in the context of model construction� the roles of
soundness and completeness are reversed� i	e	 what should amount to a completeness
result for deduction purposes is what we need in order to establish the soundness of the
calculus for model building purposes� and vice versa	

Under a suitable de�nition of satis�ability of tableau branches in a given temporal
interpretation �details can be found in ����� it can in fact be shown that� if S is a set of
formulae that has a model M� then any tableau for S has a branch B that is satis�able in
M	 Moreover� there exists a tableau for S that has a �nite model branch that is satis�able
in M �completeness w	r	t	 model construction�	

The calculus is not complete for deduction purposes� unless either an upper bound
to the length of branches is set or a suitable loop detection mechanism is included	 In
fact� there are unsatis�able sets of formulae that have no closed tableau	 This is due to
the fact that in�nite open branches may have no model	 Consider for example the set

fq��
�

��q���qg� that is unsatis�able in a discrete temporal frame	 Any tableau for it
consists of a single in�nite branch� that has no discrete model �in the context of model
building� this turns into an unsoundness result there may be in�nite model branches
that have no model�	 For this reason� tableau procedures for discrete� linear temporal
logics are usually equipped with some sort of loop detection mechanism �see� for example�
��� ����	 In addition� the completeness issue is particularly involved in the presence of
temporal constraints� as pointed out in ���	

However� in the planning perspective� we may take advantage from the fact that the
interest is only in �nite models� so that� in practice� there is no need to distinguish between
in�nite unsatis�able branches and in�nite satis�able ones	 For this reasons� the following
weak form of soundness is of interest if S is a set of TEMPOREP formulae� T a tableau
for S and B a �nite model branch in T � then there exists a ��nite� temporal interpretation
M such that B is satis�able in M	 Therefore� if we agree that a solution to a planning
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problem P speci�ed by the set of formulae SP is any �nite model of SP � then P has
a solution M if and only if there exists a tableau for SP with a �nite model branch
satis�able in M	

A decision procedure can be obtained by exploiting the fact that if S has a �nite
model� then it has a model M with no more than �jSj states �similarly to Lemma �	� in
����� and the number of pre�xes that have to be expanded in a tableau branch satis�able
in M can be bounded in function of the number of states in M	 In ���� a provably correct
and complete decision procedure for �nite model construction is described� based on the
construction of a single tableau� suitably constrained so that it is bound to terminate and
return a �nite model of the initial set of formulae� if there exists one	

Furthermore� we remark that� in practical planning problems� we look not only for a
��nite� solution� but for a plan that can be carried out in a reasonable amount of time�
that is usually far from reaching the above exponential upper bound	 This means that
setting a more e�ective bound on the maximal depth a tableau branch is allowed to reach
is a fair and admissible solution for practical purposes	 The above mentioned decision
procedure for �nite model construction can take a maximal size k for the model to be
built as additional input� and returns a model with no more than k states �if there exists
one�	

� Conclusions

This work is based on the view of plan generation as the search for �nite models of plan
speci�cation logical formulae	 A modal temporal language is introduced for the repre�
sentation of planning domains� based on a discrete� linear model of time	 A calculus for
solving planning problems �i	e	 building �nite models of temporal formulae� is de�ned�
based on pre�xed analytic tableaux� and re�ecting planning methodologies such as re�
gression� partial order� least commitment	 Grounded on the calculus� a provably sound
and complete decision procedure for �nite model construction can be de�ned� that is
parametric w	r	t	 the maximal time length a plan is allowed to reach	 The described
approach takes advantage of signi�cant results from classical planning� while furnishing a
tool for the description and solution of planning problems that relies on a stable formal
framework	

The language has a rich expressive power� allowing the speci�cation of very complex
planning tasks� including the behaviour of physical domains in situations similar to the
ones addressed with the DDL	� description language	 The focus of our current research
e�orts is the problem of inference control	 A related issue is the study of a general form for
plan speci�cation formulae� that� still allowing to model a large class of problems� would
reduce the complexity of the associated search procedure and facilitate the possibility of
exploiting classical techniques for search control	

Directions for future investigation concern a further enrichment of the expressive power
of the language �for example� the use of the Since operator would highly increase the
degree of freedom in building partial plans moreover� time points can be stretched into
intervals with an associated duration� thereby taking into account the quantitative aspect
expressible in some planning languages�� and the creation of user supporting tools for
domain de�nition with TEMPOREP	
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